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BaLA at Sahpathi –  BaLA (Building as Learning Aid) is the concept of using everything around 
us to create a better learning environment for the children. We initiated the work to use the 

BaLA concept to further improve the learning for our children and at the same time transforming  
Sahpathi as a more fun place to learn.

BaLA at Sahpathi

Parents Teacher Meeting

The first parent teacher meeting of the academic 
year 2017-18 was held where assessment results were  
distributed and individual performance and  
observations of the children were discussed with the 
parents. As always, there was above 80% turn out of  
parents.

Sahpathi ended the first term on a high 
note with the annual summer camp to 
transition into the summer holidays. 
Classes will now resume afresh on 3 July 
2017.

Summer Holiday
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Outdoor Activity with PUMA Team
Outdoor activity with PUMA team – “All work and no play makes Appu a dull boy.” Knowing how 

important games and sports are for the growth of children, PUMA Gurgaon team conducted an 
outdoor activity with the children of Sahpathi. Everyone had a fun-filled day at the South City 1 
park, which ended with a hearty snack for all.
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SUMMER CAMP 2017

The annual summer camp of Sahpathi has  
always been the highlight of the year and 

much awaited by the children and facilitators 
alike. This year it was graciously hosted by The  
Heritage School, Gurgaon. From 22 May till 
03 June, the Sahpathians had a wonderful  
opportunity to experience the state of the art 
facilities at The Heritage School.

Activities during the camp included art & 
craft, clay modelling, pottery, painting, yoga, 
storytelling, indoor and outdoor games. The  
children also prepared and performed in a short 
play during the camp. There were also other fun 
activities like musical chair painting, explore 
& share, face painting, magic show, and movie 
screenings.
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Patna SAHPATHI launch

On 17 June 2017, Sahpathi took a signifi-
cant step forward as we spread our wings 

to the city of Patna, the capital of Bihar. The 
state fares poorly in human development  
indices, and with just 42% of the students en-
rolled in Class 1 being able to complete secondary  
education, the drop out rate is severely high.

Sahpathi has collaborated with a low-
cost private school called Little Champs 
in the eastern part of Patna. The school 
has an enrollment of 80 children. Over the 
next few months, we intend to make an  
impact on these 80 lives by improving the  
quality of learning being provided at this school.

www.sapathi.in

The Sahpathi program in Patna was  
inaugurated by Mr. Amber Bannerjee, an  
eminent educationist and the Principal of  
Trinity Global School, and Mrs. Neena Kapoor, a 
distinguished English teacher who has worked 
with the Kendriya Vidyalayas in Patna for many 
years.    

sahpathigurgaon@gmail.com
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